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You've just been sucked back in time millions of years! Grasses sway higher than your head.

Huge insects swarm the skies and fearsome dinosaurs rule the landscape. Do you think have

what it takes to survive in the Jurassic Period? Turn the pages to find out!
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in portrait (vertical) orientation.INTRODUCTIONYOU are an ordinary kid going about your

everyday life. Suddenly you find yourself in a strange place and a strange time. It’s a period

from long ago. The world looks different than anything you’ve ever seen before. Terrifying

beasts roam the land. Danger lurks at every turn. Where will you find shelter? How will you get

food? Will you ever see your friends and family again? Most importantly of all, can you survive?

Chapter One sets the scene. Then you choose which path to read. Follow the links at the

bottom of each page as you read the stories. The decisions you make will change your

outcome. After you finish one path, go back and read the others for new perspectives and more

adventures. Use your device's back buttons or page navigation to jump back to your last

choice.YOU CHOOSE the path you take through the Jurassic Period!Chapter 1LOST IN

TIME“Look at that!” gasps your friend Eduardo.He’s pointing toward a huge Stegosaurus fossil

on display at the science museum.“Can you imagine running into one of those? Man, I wish I

could see one in real life!”“Boring,” says Jasmine. “Where’s the T. rex? I want to see a real

dinosaur!”Eduardo’s face turns red. When it comes to dinosaurs, he’s a fanatic. He fights the

urge to snap at Jasmine as he grips the thick Guide to the Jurassic he bought at the gift

shop.“Jasmine,” he says. “The sign says ‘Jurassic Period.’ Tyrannosaurus rex didn’t live during

the Jurassic, no matter what the movies say.”“Hey,” you say, glancing over your shoulder. “Our

class is headed toward the Ancient Egypt exhibit. We should… ”Eduardo cuts you off. “Just a

second. Check this out!”The three of you step up to the base of the Stegosaurus skeleton. “Put

your hand on it.”“I don’t think we’re supposed to touch it,” Jasmine warns.“Nobody’s looking,”

Eduardo responds. “Imagine what the world must have been like.”All three of you touch the

fossil. It’s smooth and cool to the touch. You imagine what this animal would have looked like

when it was alive.Suddenly a wave of dizziness sweeps over you. Your stomach churns. You

feel like you’re falling. Then everything goes black.When you regain consciousness, something

is wrong. The museum is gone. You’re outside, lying in a sunbaked clearing. Tall trees and

strange ferns grow all around you. The air smells damp.Eduardo wakes up next to you, his

book still clutched under his arm. And there’s Jasmine, just starting to sit up and rub her

eyes.“What… where?” Eduardo stammers.None of this makes any sense. You look up. The sky

is brilliant blue, dotted with clouds.A shadow passes overhead. Is it a bird? It’s huge! You squint

your eyes and scream. A creature soars high above—a creature that should not be there.“It’s…

it’s… a pterosaur!” Eduardo gasps.“This can’t be possible,” Jasmine says. “It can’t be real!”Far

in the distance, you hear a low roaring sound. Some sort of animal made it. And from the

sound of it, it’s a huge animal. That, combined with the strange plant life and the pterosaur in

the sky, leaves no doubt of what has happened, no matter how insane it sounds.“Umm,

Eduardo,” you whisper. “I don’t think we have to imagine the Jurassic anymore. I’m afraid we’re

in it.”You stand at the edge of a dense forest, which lies to your north. The land east and south

drops off into what looks like a large wetland area. An open prairie covered with ferns lies to

the west.“Where do we go?” Eduardo asks.“You’re the dinosaur expert,” Jasmine snaps. “Why

don’t you tell us?”Both of them look at you. Someone has to make a decision.To head into the

forest, press here.To venture out onto the prairie, press here.To wade into the wetlands, press

here.Chapter 2THE PREHISTORIC FORESTAs another bone-chilling roar rolls over the land,



you suddenly feel very exposed.“Let’s take cover in the forest!” you shout.The three of you rush

toward the thick trees and bushes. Huge ferns slap at your face as you charge into the brush.

The branches of large pine trees hang low, forcing you to duck and weave as you run. Jasmine

stumbles over a tree root but pops right back up to her feet. The farther in you go, the thicker

the brush gets. Small flies swarm all over.Your heart races when Eduardo suddenly screams. Is

it a dinosaur?“It’s huge! Get it away! Get it away!” he shouts, swatting at the air.Then you see it.

An enormous bug that looks like a dragonfly buzzes around his face.“Wow, it’s as long as my

arm!” Jasmine gasps.You’ve never seen anything like it. Eduardo keeps shouting, trying to swat

the insect away. It finally buzzes away deeper into the forest.“Aw, Ed, be nice. He’s just

welcoming us to the Jurassic,” Jasmine says with a nervous laugh.
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Live Outside, “Fun adventure. Now, this was fun! I’m so glad to see these books on the

shelves. I have always wondered why they didn’t market these younger adventure stories

sooner. I remember reading and loving The Choose Your Own Adventure Stories that my sons

would read, when they were younger. They’re wonderful and addictive, once you get

started.Reading a You Choose Your Way book is like being the captain of a ship, as you’ll get

to choose your own destiny in the book. You, yes you, are a character in the story. After

reading a section in the book, you’ll be asked two questions and you’ll have to decide which

one of the questions you want to do. Don’t think too long, just put yourself in the story and act.

It’s pretty simple yet your consequences are another story as they could be simple or severe.

Oh, there’s no peeking, so you shouldn’t look ahead to see if you should do the first task or the

second one, just make a decision and go for it. Continue in this fashion until you reach the

page where the book tells you that you’ve reached The End. Now, you won’t be at the end of

the book heck, you haven’t even read all the pages, so start the book over and choose some

different options this time and see how you do this time. It’s really quite fun!In this You Choose

story, you are in the science museum with your class, looking at a dinosaur fossil exhibit with

your friend Eduardo, who is dinosaur obsessed. Eduardo shows Jasmine that he knows his

dinosaurs, after she expressed her reaction to the exhibit. The class is moving on but the three

of them stay at the exhibit. Eduardo sees this as the perfect opportunity for which he makes a

suggestion and now, the three of them are reaching for the dinosaur fossil. Black-Out!They

awake to a blue sky, ferns surrounding them and a shadow flying by. Wait, that was not a

shadow! That a pterosaur!Reading a You Choose story, you get to choose your own path

throughout the story. I was cautious my first time through and I lived a long life. A long,

studious life. I reread the book over and over again, taking different paths each time and well, I

didn’t do so well in my other lives. I had great adventures, saw many things but living a long life

was not one of them. “As you faced your doom, you can’t help but feel cheated.” So, yes, you

can get eaten in this book but it’s not in a gross and descriptive way, you die.The illustrations in

the book are gray, dark green and white in color. Again, nothing gross in nature but the

dinosaurs look fierce and they’re not cartoonish. You need to be aware of this when letting

young ones read this book. These books are like having a collection of stories at your disposal.

I really enjoyed this book and I look forward to reading the rest of the books in this series. 5

stars.”

The book by Danica Davidson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 85 people have provided feedback.
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